SHERMAN ‘HYBRID’ OR COMPOSITE
CONVERSION
The ‘hybrid Sherman were used by a number of
British units from Normandy onwards. Basically
the cast front section of the Sherman fitted to
the welded rear section.
Cast hull Sherman's were preferred since they
were cheaper and faster to make. However not
enough foundries could cast a single piece that
large and that caused production delays.
Chrysler came up with a way to cast just the
front end. Since a good amount of the welding
time and labour was devoted to the front plates
on the Sherman this cast front, with its single
large weld, was a compromise and saved time
and cost. This smaller front hull could be cast
by smaller capacity foundries.
There are several resin conversion kits around
but this is a way of mating two of the PSC 1/72
scale kits to produce the Hybrid.
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Now you have the basic
components for the hull.

Need to remove the appliqué
Armour panel on the rear hull
section. As the welded hull was
longer the additional Armour
plate is a little far forward.

The hull components glued together.

Parts fitted and basic
filling done. Not much
needed as the two parts
fit nicely.

Stage 2- adding details

New back plate is needed. Need to
shave off as much of the back plate as
possible to allow for the u shaped cut
out. New plate from 20 thou plasticard
cut and fitted. There is a template PDF
along with this one.
Easiest way of using it is to print it onto
self adhesive paper ( postal labels are
good) peel off the backing paper, fit to a
sheet of plasticard and then you can cut
out the various shapes. Saves all that
tedious measurement.

New appliqué
Armour panels
fitted.

Some of these plates
have corners bent to
fit the cast hull and
sometimes they are
cut off at the angle.

Welded seam added. I use
milliput for this sort of thing but
any sort of putty will do probably.
Mix up some roll out into a long
sausage wet the surface and lay
the roll along the line of the
seam. Using a no 2 brush press
against the side. Then dust with
talc and using a scalpel cut the
milliput down the the
approximate width of the seam
( about 1mm). Dust again with
talc and using a fine needle
( those sold as beading needles
are good) press the tip of the
needle at 90 degrees to the seam
line to make a beaded weld look.

Dust with talc again
and clean up the seam
to the correct width

A coat of primer just to
check things look ok.

.

Turret fitted.
That about does the basic
construction process.
Its the same basic method to do
the Firefly variant just using the
Firefly hull and turret.

